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I have been heartened by the discussion of the cluster of items 4-7 on the #
agenda of this Annual Session of the UNICEF Executive Board. Admittedly, we
are Stil1 finding our way toward the most productive organization of our
meet ings within our new format and schedule. As our superb Chairperson, Hon.
Anna Makinda noted, there is certainly room for making further improvement. ,.

But I feel that we are headed in the right direction.

Even though a wide range of themes have been addressed, I believe that the
key issues that have been crying out for discussion have received -- or have
begun to receive -- the serious attention they deserve. There has been more
spontaneous exchange between Board and Secretariat than in the paat. Your
Secretariat deeply appreciates the inspiring, thought ful, constructive and
critical comments and suggest ions made by delegation after delegation. We
have listened carefully.

Although we have identified points for further discussion and important
decisions are pending on several others, I am left with the overwhelming
impress ~On of strong support from the Board for major elements of our policy
and act~on:

● On the Medium-Term Plan covering the period 1994-1997, I hear most of
you saying UNICEF is ba6ically on track;

● On World Summit for Children follow-up, I hear most of YOU saying that,
notwithstanding the many difficultiee that need to be surmounted, there is
a real chance that the promises of 1990 to children can indeed be kept,
and warrant further euppert;

* On Africa, 1,hear the Board speaking in a single voice, saying that
this continent of infinite potential, considerable accomplishment and
unacceptable suffering needs to ramain our number one priority.

* More generally, in the diverse interventions of developing and
industrial country delegations alike, I hear a recognition of the
centrality of children and women to the entire development process, and to
the solution of the broader problems of poverty, pepulat ion and
environment that threaten the otberwiee encouraging prospacts for
humankind on the threshold of the 21st century.

It wae most gratifying to have with us the Firat Ladies of Lebanon and of
Colombia who led their respective delegations. UNICEF ie proud to have played
a modest role in what Mme. Mona Haroui of Lebanon described as the “rebirth of
a nation” by providing “assistance in rehabilitateing, reconstruct ing and
expanding social services, particularly for children and women. ” The First
Lady of Colombia Mme Ana Milena Muiiozde Gaviria has been personal lY most
active in supporting the goals for children in her country and, in the
hemisphere through her leading role among the Firat Ladies of Latin America
and the Caribbean. I believe Board members will agree with her statement that
poverty is the greatest enemy of human rights, including the rights of
children and that the alliance between develop=d and developing cOuntries has
to be strengthened to combat this enemy.

Although there was a good deal of overlap among the themes and
interventions, I ehall address the issues raised under the heading of the
various agenda items.

0.
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I. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRNCTOR

~als, sustainability and cauacitv-buildinq

The question of whether the attention to goals for children helps
or hinders sustainability of progranunes, national capacity-building and
longer-term development has been a concern of a number of delegations. A
related issue is whether global goale and targets, which have proved of
tremendous value for advocacy and mobilization, are sufficient 1y relevant for
diverse national situations. Some delegations, euch as the Netherlands and
tbe United Kingdom, felt that goals and targeta should not be the most
tiPortant determinants for eetting priorities.

Others have recognized the potential conflict but have commended UNICEF
for its “attempt to balance the use of resources for near-term and emergency
versus strengthening an infrastructure that will provide better health in the
future”, to use tbe words of the United States delegation. Many delegations
from tbe developing countries, notably China, Cnlombia, Indonesia, Lebanon,
Philippines, Tanzania and others mentioned how the goals and strategies,
adapted to each of their countries, have led to focusing attention to
children’ a needs, mobilizing resources and achieving significant results.
The Philippines, for example, has been pursuing a 12-point plan of aCtiOn fOr
children referred to as the “Dozen Doables” which mirrors UNICEF’s mid-decade
goals. And the United States delegate referring to the findings of the World
Development Report said, “...an increase of 23 years life expectancy in the
developing world since 1950. ..is a tribute to and a justification for
attention placed on child survival and development. Succeeses in this area
provide the courage to confrent the difficult issues of poverty, population
and environment”.

China, Cdte d‘ Iveire, @hana, Indonesia, and Pakiatan, the Philippines and
Turkey detailed action they are taking to achieve the mid-decade goals as part
of longer-term strategies. The First Lady of Lebanon, a country emerging frOM
17 years of devastating civil conflict, sees the mid-decade goals as
achievable even in her war-torn country. The delegation of Nicaragua, another
country struggling with reconstruct ion, firmly stated that “the medium-term
objectives help us to build for the long-term”. Indonesia called the mid-
decade goals “achievable and realistic”.

Achieving goals indeed would be,a pyrrhic victory if progress cannot be
sustained, as the Canada delegate reminded ue; but our experience of the last
decade gives us confidence that progress towards tangible goals builds
confidence and capacities, and promotes re-ordering of priorities leading to
greater eustainabilit y of human-f ocueed development.

Even where country resources are severely limited, confident progress has
been made to address tbe mid-decade goals, which are seen as a means to the
longer-term commitments of each country’ B own National Prograuune of Action.
Delegations have also spoken to Norway’s concern that goals be adjusted to
country realitiea. Regional gatherings of Heads of States and government
leaders convened by the Organization for African Unity at Dakar, Ministere of
Health in Asia, the League of Arab States in the Middle Eaet and North Africa
and most recently the leaders of Latin America meeting in Bogota have all

I . . .
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built a consensus around these goals, and added other region-specific ones
their own as well.

In most developing countries, National Programmed of Action and their

of

adaptation at the pro-vincial and municipal lev-eleare clearly the instruments ,.

for adapting the general ‘consensus on goals to country needs and situations.

Let us remember that the goals for the 1990s and the ehorter-term mid-
decade targets concern the most basic and irreducible survival and development
needs of children - immunization and protection against killer diseases,
essential nutrients., access to basic education, access to safe water and
sanitation, and a pel itical and legal commitment by societies to meet these
and other basic neede. A vision of sustainable human development cannot have
credibility unless it encompasses these basic priorities. Indeed the mid-
decade goale are among the most coat-effective and sustainable. Succeee in
achieving many of these goals, such as Oral Rehydrat ion Therapy, is dependent
on people’s actions and behavioral changes rather than on expensive
interventions. Once goals such as eradication of polio or elimination of
guinea worm are achieved, they will, of course, be sustained forever. Thus
not only is there no inherent conf1ict between achieving goals and eneuring
sustainabilityy, but concern for sustainabilityy and cost effect ivenees should
be a basis for supporting the mid-decade and end-decade goale.

I do not mean to underestimate the difficult challenges in designing and
implement ing prograumes in a way eo that the short-term goals truly become the

●
stepping stones to sustainable development and building self-reliance. The
need for developing indicators for monitoring progress towards capacity-
building and sustainability has been noted by the delegates of Canada and
Norway . This is an interesting and challenging suggestion, one on which we
wil 1 have to work harder, in collaborateion with national government and other
international partners.

Resource Mobilization

I thank the Chairperson for peinting to the problem of finding the
resources required. to sustain the global momentum on children. Many
delegations including Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Colombia, C8te d‘Ivoire,
Ghana, Guinea Bissau, Indonesia, Jamaica, Japan, Nepal, Niger, and Zambia,
expressed concern about the decline in resources, reflected in a lower income
projection for UNICEF, just when intensified efforts are needed to reach the
goals for children in the 1990s. Others note the continuing burden of
external debt that limits the possibility of allocating greater resources to
meeting children’ 8 needs. Debt-relief, both bilateral and multilateral, ,debt-
swaps for generating funds for social priorities, and application of
structural adjustments with attention to enhancing human capacities. were all
identified as past solutions to resource constraints. C&e d‘Ivoire hae
suggeeted the idea of an arrangement between a group of donors and individual
or a group of countries .to support specific high priority social goals by
which the country’s commitment and mobilization of reaourcea would be matched
by commitment of increased external assistance. I would like to commend this
proposal for further consideration. It could indeed become a compact of the
Bert envisaged in the Coneeneue of Dakar.

I . . .
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Let me turn to the issue of 20/20 - the concept which encompasses the re-
allocation and focusing of public expenditures as well as aid on recognized
human development priorities through basic social services.

As we heard from Dr. Nafis Sadik, the 20/20 concept is “one which enjoys
the etrong support of not only uNICEF but of UNDP and UNFPA as well. All our
agencies are prepared to work further in developing this concept with
interested’ countries.

I find it most encouraging that ao many Board members both from developed
and developing countries have expressed their views on this issue, including
the delegations of Austria, Bangladesh, celombia, C8te d‘Ivoire, Denmark,
Ghana, t3uinea-Biasau, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Nerea, Namibia, Nicaragua,
Niger, Norway, the Philippines, Tanzania, United States and Zambia. I am
gratified that most have expressed strong support for the concept.

In particular, I welcome the recognition by the first lady of Cnlombia
that 20/20 could be a starting point for alliance building between donors and
recipient governments in support of women and children; what we in UNICEF
strongly encourage in the form of country specific “compacts for children”
around National Programme of Actions. Several other delegations referred to
euch constructive alliances. The representative of Namibia noted that
achievement of targets would require cooperative arrangements between
recipients and donore. The repreeentat ivee of the USA and Zambia also Called
for partnerships.

e
I fully concur with the delegates Qf Denmark and Tanzania that 20/20 in

particular could be one useful indicator of commitment to sustained
achievements for women and children in Africa, as also suggested in the
Consensus of Dakar. I can assure the delegatea of Japan and Austria that
UNICEF wil 1 cent inue to advocate for restructuring of expenditures in support
of human development priorities, including the improvement of atatistics on
allocation patterns.

With the backing of so many developing and industrialized countries at
this ExeCut ive Board, we cannot allow the new momentum that 20/20 has acquired
to be dissipated. Delegates have before them, in paragraph 72 of the Progress
Report on the Follow-up to the World Summit for Children (E/ICEF/1994/12), a
draft resolution on 20/20.

In this connection, I welcome the suggestion by Switzerland to establiBh
an ad hoc working group on the concept of 20/20, particularly if their work
can be completed this summer. In fact, the DAc working group on statistical
problems ia already considering definitions for basic education and baaic
health, which are the same as those attached as annex to CRF3B, for
recmnmendat ion to the High Level Meeting of the OECD Development Assistance
Committee towards the end of this year.

This gives me an opportunity to propose that UNICEF contacts the OECD,
with the blessing of the Executive Board, to arrange a DAC meeting on this
subject. This meeting should be held as early as pessible, especially since
this topic will come up for discussion at the International Conference on
Population and Development in Cairo in September.

I might also add that we all recognize that the concept of human
development, as ao eloquently expreaaed in the Human Development Reports, goes

o I...
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well beyond the provision of basic social services (which UNICEF and UNDP have
termed Human Development Priorities -- -encompassing primary health care
including family planning, basic education, nutrition and low cost water and
aanitat ion --), but that these basic social. services, on which the World
Summit focused so particularly, are of a particular concern to the well-being
of children.

It is quite clear that,. while attaining the Summit goals ehould not
reguire a major infueion of “new” money, it will require mome additional
resources and, toward that end, a shift in expenditure priorities in
accordance with the 20/20 approach. UNICEF is pleased that many developing
countries have already implemented their side of 20/20. Bangladesh spends
more than 20 per cent of its budget on eocial priorities. Namibia, we
learned, ie epending 30 percent of ite national budget on education and 17 per
cent on health. Both are commendable achievements.

We now urge the industrialized country donors to join in this proceee. We
thank the countriee that have increased their high level of contributions to
the eocial sector. The representative of Auetralia painted out that more than
20 per cent of his country’s ODA budget goes to basic needs; Japan reported
that basic human needs are the first priority and receive 30 percent of ODA;
the United Kingdom reports that 31 percent of bilateral ODA has gone to the
social sector.

Sut note that for both developing and donor countriee, 20-20 refera to a
limited class of eocial expenditure -

● “=Y.

not all social expenditures but
pr~orit y social expenditure, ae defined in CAP 3S, which wae distributed on 3

The representative of Japan pointed out another important factor, that
higher levels of ODA funding for social sector priorities also requiree
governments of recipient countries to submit appropriate requests.

Several of the delegations from industrialized countries, Canada, Germany,
Japan and the United Ningdom, referred to the scarcity of resources for
development. There are preasuree from the competing needs of emergencies,
peace-keeping and disaster prevention. There are domestic budgetary concerns
that reguire donor governments to make difficult choices on aid. Aid
policies are reviewed in a domestic context.

UNICEF appreciates the efforts being made by donor agenciea, NGOS and
others in the industrialized countries to ensure a higher level of 00A
resources for social priorities and look forward to continued efforts in this
regard. We were therefore pleased at the high level of overal 1 support for
social eector activities and for the epecial emphasis on Africa, a8 voiced by
the delegations of the France, Japan, Nepal, Sweden and the United Kingdom.

We were heartened at the expression of support for the role of UNICEF as
an advocate for greater funding. The representative of the United Staten
referred to the need for “a more eguitable sharing of bath the burdens and the
benefits of this world” and for e “focus on advocacy to increase funding for
priority human development”. This support for UNICEF as an advocate was
voiced etrongly alao by t3erninnyand several other delegates.

We are pleased also at the support by the Executive Board to explore new

●
and innovative meane of funding programmed. The delegations of the Ghana,

f.-.
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Indonesia, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom referred specif ical1y to
the use of resources from the World Sank and regional banks. In this regard,
I wish to point out that UNICEF has signed Memoranda of Understanding for

., further cooperation with the World Bank, the African Development Bank and the
Inter-American Development Bank. UNICEF cooperation will include the use of
bank funds where this is consistent with the mandate and goals established by
the Executive Board.

Several delegations including Australia, Belgium, tite d‘Ivoire, France,
QanMny, Italy, Republic of Korcm, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom highlighted the vital role of the National Committees, NGOS and the
private 8ect0r. The National Committee for UNICEF and NGOS last year
provided 28 percent of all UNICEF income, are rapidly expanding their efforts
in many countries and are among the nioet innovative of fund-raiser~. Our
involvement in debt swaps would not have been pnseible without the pre-eminent
role of the National Committee of the Netherlands and tbe efforts of
Committees in Canada, -many, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Nat ional Committees are serving as the voice of UNICEF in the industrialized
countries with more effactiveness than ever.

Many delegationa referred to the debt burden and the need to reduce both
multilateral and bilateral debt and the role of UNICEF debt swaps. These
included the Cdte d‘Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Niger, Philippines and
Zambia. Perhaps the representative of Jamaica most clearly illustrated the
problem when ~he pointed out that 49 percent of that country, s 1994-95 budget

o

goes into the servicing of domestic and foreign debt. Half of the budget is
already committed before a single domestic programme in any sector can be
funded.

We will continue to work actively in the area of debt. To date UNICEF has
carried out or participated in 18 debt conversions, benef itting seven
countries - Bolivia, Jamaica, Madagascar, Peru, Philippines, Senegal and
Sudan. We are working at expanding the debt swap operation to a number of
additional countries including Zambia and a number of other African countries.
In addition, the governments of several African countries - Burkina Faso,
Guinea-Bissau, Niger and Senegal have asked UNICEF to help them define
mechanisms for further reductions of external debt which we are now doing in
cooperation with UNDP and UNCTAD. UNICEF is also working aCtively with the
governments of Canada and Switzerland in their programmed for cancel lation of
official debt in exchange for the establishment of local currency counterpart
funds for social expenditures.

The balance between fund-raising for short term emergencies and long term
sustainable development was referred to by several delegations including thOBe
of Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Japan and Norway. Others, such as the
delegation of Nermany, mentioned that emergency activities are an integral
part of the UNICEF mandate and that such activitiee must centinue.

As delegations pointed out, in 1993 some 28 per cent of UNICEF expenditure
was in the area of emergencies. Demands in this area are not predictable and
UNICEF is very much driven by tbe requirement of the UN system under the
overall coordination of DNA. APpeale are developed and launched jointly,
representing a ❑ystemwide aseemement of comparative advantages among the key
partners, UNICEF, uNNCR, WFP and UNDP. Funds are provided by donors in
response to epecif ic appeals and from specially earmarked funds.

/ . . .
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The delegations of Russia and several others referred to the situation and
neede of eastern Europe, NIS and the Baltics and the effectiveness of the
limited resources allocated to the region. UNICEF recognize the requirement
of this region and its special characteristics. In this regard, we will
continue to provide the most effective and efficient programmed consistent ,.

with the Board approved mandate and the resources available. We would
encourage donors to make further resources available, additional to their
normal ODA contributions.

I thank the Government of Japan for good newe announcing an increase in
its 1994 general remourcee contribution to UNICEF by ten per cent over the
last year, and its reassurance that it will consider further increases in
keeping with its economic stature and its commitment at the World Bummit for
Children. I would 1ike to reassure Japan and other 8oard members that UNICEF
would continue to improve in the areas of resource management and
account ability so that donors are encouraged to do more for children. Our
heart felt thanks go to the German National Committee for raising over S50
mil 1ion dollars for UNICBF in 1993 and all other National Committee who
collectively have helped to offset in part the reduction in official
contributions.

Cost-effect iveness and Accountabi 1ity

The delegations of Bangladesh, Belgium, tilumbia, Japan, and 8witzerland
mentioned the importance of efficiency, cost effectiveness and accountability
particularly in a time of limited resources. I fully agree and would
encourage delegations to again review the section on cost-effectiveness in the
Report of the Executive Director (Part 1) that details several solid examples
of how UNICEF has managed to increase throughput while decreasing the ratio of
adxninistrative and programme support budget coats to total expenditures. I
aleo share the hopes of -many and the United Kingdom that the management
study will produce new ideas on how UNICEF can further streamline and improve
its operations. However, ae noted by the Bangladesh delegate, although
further improvements in cost efficiency may be possible, they are not
eubetitutes for more resources.

The delegate from Nepal was concerned with the effect the modest income
growth in the medium-term plan might have on the sustainablilty of general
resources programmed. I can reaesure the delegate that through careful
planning, UNICEF can sustain its prograrmnee by combining the income levels
forecast in the plan with the remaining surplus cash balance. of course, we
remain hopeful that donors wil 1 help UNICEF exceed the income levels forecast
in the Medium-term Plan BO we can expand our programmed .of cooperation to meet
the many urgent prior itiee that exist.

GEE&M

Many delegations including Austria, Belgium, France, Kazakhstan, Romania,
Russian Federation, and Turkey commented on UNICEF’s role and activities in
Central and Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CEE/CIS) . I wish to express uNICEF’s gratitude to Turkey and the newly

●
/ . . .
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formed Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO ) for hosting in January 1994
important meetings to promote the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
the high-priority mid-decade goals for children in the nine ECO member
countriee.

I wish to assure the delegate from France and Belgium that the UNICEF
office in Geneva will continue to play an important role in UNICEF’s efforts
to reinforce its capacity to respond in a cost-effective and innovative way to
the needs of women and children in the CEE/CIS region, especially in matters
related to National Committees, emergency programmed, NGOS and public
information. We have strengthened the staffing of the Geneva office in the
last few years in both the administrative and emergency areas.

II. PROGRSSS ON FOLLOW-UP TO THE WORLD SU14WIT FOR CHILDREN

I have heard from many delegations that National Progranunes of Action have
come of age, uniting action for children everywhere. Australia and Italy
reported on the recent completion of their NPAs and Switzerland reported on
action underway. Belgium, Canada, china, Colombia, Ecuador, France, Italy,
Jamaica, Lebanon, Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, the Philippines and
Switzerland all called for.continued support for National Progremmes of
Action.

● Delegations also raised the issue of how to ensure that this momentum
continue its pace so that all countries complete NatiOnal Pr09r~es of ~ion
and incorporate them into national development strategies and budgets.
resolution to thie effeet is proposed for the Board’s action in paragraph 72
of E/rcEF/1994j12.

The ownership of National Programmed of Action has always rested with
national governments. Increasingly, civil society is obtaining a stake in NPA
activity in many countriem. Thie means UNICEF already ha6 many partners
helping it advance action for children. It was particularly gratifying to hear
reports on successful CO1laboration between governments, the UN agencies and
NGOS in the preparation of National Progrsmmes of Action. We are grateful for
the commendation UNICEF received from our dietinguished Chairperson for our
work with many partnere to draft National Programmed of Action and turn them
into real ity.

Sub-N ational Action

We recognize, however, as underlined by The First Lady of Colombia that
“local and regional governments must participate actively in these National
Progrsnunes of Action for real decentralization to happen and for them to reach
the most vulnerable”. Several other delegations called for increased
attention to empowerment through local plans of action. UNICEF Will do its
utmost to support the grassroots momentum built up this past year as
governore, mayors, local leaders around the world put forward their own plan=
of action for children. We expct many others to join the forty-three
countriee that have drawn up National Programmed of Action at the sub-national
level. This is a most important form of empowerment for women and children.

/ . . .
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Several countries assigned a prominent role to decentralization, in the
provision of basic services. Ethiopia expreaeed the need to decentralize to
the level where “people could be helpad to help themselves”. Ghana recognized
the role of decentralization in the enhancement of grace-roots participation
and capacity building. To such effect the Ghanian government is organizing a ..

series of capacity building seminars at district level.

The delegate of the Philippines indicated “that in view of the trend
towards devolution of pewer and of responsibilities regarding the provision Of
basic services to municipal governments, the Philippines government was
challenging local governments with the responsibility of goal achievement.

Several delegations, such as Brazil, Ecuador, Prance, Italy and the
Philippines, mentioned the Mayor a, Defenders of Children Initiative and
expressed their euppart for UNICEF continuing to work with municipal
authorities as a means to achieve the mid-decade goals. I am pleased to see
that in Brazil the NPA will be implemented at the municipal level. We applaud
the municipality of Quito for taking the lead to organize the mayors in the
region by creating the Coordination Group of Mayors, as Defenders of Children
in Latin America. The Italian Nat ional Committee, which inspired the Mayors
Initiative, should be commended for their mobilization efforts which have now
taken on global dimensions.

UNICEF would like to see the Mayors, Defenders of Children Initiative be
more widespread. We have already seen an increasing number of mayors in all

●
regions of the world join this initiative and commit themselves to playing a
key role in the achievement of the Summit goals.

non torin~ roareeo

Many delegations drew our attention to the continued support needed for
monitoring Nat ional Prograumes of Action, as called for in paragraph 35 of the
World summit Plan of Action. Last week at the Regular Session, we reported on
inter-agency cooperation to ensure that monitoring efforts around the world
have the ful 1 support of the ON agencies and that these contribute to national
capacity building. Dr. Hiroshi Nakajha, the Director-General of the World
Health Organization, and I in January af this year addressed a joint letter to
al1 Heads of State and Government and promised our full supwrt in the
achievement of the mid-decade goals and urged their personal leadership. WHO
and uNICEF in 1993 agreed to a joint eet of recommended indicators and
procedures for monitoring the health-related goals of the World Summit for
Children. UNICEF is also collaborating with UNDP, UNESCO and other UN
agencies to monitor progress towards other WSC goals. We are warking together
with national governments and other institution~ to build improved monitoring
capacity to inform policy and contribute to sustainable action. Local
ownership of informat ian must drive the momentum for action.

Indonesia brought to all our attention that mid-decade reviews of progress
are needed aa called for in the Plan of Actian of the World Summit for
Children. I see many opportunisties ahead of us to do just that, in each and
every country and by regiona. Oecember 1995, when we must all take etock, is
fast approaching. The delegation af Prance reminded us that “1995 would be a
benchmark year for the mid-decade achievement of the World summit for
Children”. I expect the Secretary General’s own mid-decade review of progress

—
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for children to take place in 1996 when results from all countries have been
ehared with the W! agenciee.

china urged that an appraisal on the progress towards mid-decade goals be
made at the country and regional levels. Clearly, monitoring of progress on
mid-decade goals and strengthening national capacities for this purpose are a
major area of effort current 1y and will be so for some time. As Suhail
Sharif, our young delegate from Tanzania told us, “Implementation Means Things
TO Do”.

Concerning these matters, suggested language for a Board recommendation ie
offered in paragraph 72 of EIIcEF/1994/12.

II1. ENSURING CHILD SURVIVAL, PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

Several Delegations (C&e d‘Ivoire, Denmark, France, Guinea Bissau, Norway
Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, United States, Zambia and others ) commended
UNICEF’ s priority to Africa and suggested that more attention be given to
further increasing resource allocations for Africa. Priority interventions in
Africa particularly for the reduction of diseases were seen as critical. The
United States reduction of global ineguities as a principal concern,
particularly with respect to Africa.

● The delegate of Italy noted that conflicts were having a devastating
effect on children in Africa. Italian cooperation with UNICEF under the
leadership of the Department of Humanitarian Affairs had been positive in
several African countries. Although the Italian government had been forced to
cut it8 contributions to general resources, we share their hope that more
resources would be available for needs of high priority programmed in African
countries.

I am happy to see the endorsement by so many delegations of UNICEF’s
priority to Africa. I note with appreciation the expression of support for
the Dakar Consensus as a framework for UNICEF cooperation in Africa and the
fact that the majority of African countries now have an NPA in a final form
close to being finalized. I have also noted and I hope the donor
representatives will note, the difficulties many countriee have been facing
increasing budgetary allocations to NPA actions. In this context, examples
like Namibia’ s efforts to reduce military expenditure to reallocate these
resources to the social sector are worthy of emulation by other countries.

With regard to Switzerland’ a reguest on detaile of how the priority to
Africa is translated into action, it should be noted that this is best
reflected in the innovative prograuanes that have originated in Africa, such

or

in

as
progranunes to eradicate guinea worm, and for support of the mid-decade goals
the Bamako Initiative and the area-ba8ed progranunee founded on the Iringa
experience. National AIDS prevention and control progranunes have been
implemented in several African countries and innovative experiences in AIDS
education both in communities and schools originated in Africa. The Executive
Director’ e report Part II, provides details of UNICEF activities and describes
some of the successes and constraints in .programme implement ation. UNICEF
resources allocated to Africa have increased remarkebl y over the period 19S5
to 1993; furthermore, 40% of all UNICEF staff are now in Africa.

I . . .
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Several delegations noted the importance of adapting global goala to
country spacific realities, particularly in Africa. The articulat ion of
national prograranes of action and sub-national progranunea waa seen ae a
positive step in that direction. Furthermore, it was hoped that short-term
goal% would complement, rather than detract from longer term object ives of
capacity building and empowerment.

The United Kingdom gueationed whether, at a time when several African
countries are facing the collapse of systems and structure, UNICEF is taking
the right direction in its pursuit of the goals. I would agree that the
revitalizat ion of 8ywteme and structures is the paramount need in much of
Africa. The Bamako Initiative was developed by the African Health Ministers
in 1987 for that purpose. UNICEF has been the strongeat supporter of this
Initiative. However, experience has also demonstrated that, without goals,
syatema tend to be inefficient. We need systems for sustainability and goals
for efficiency. Furthermore, as I responded at the time of that intervention,
the mid-decade goala emerged from the Coneenaua of Dakar signed by more than
40 African Governments, numerous donor Governments, international finanCial
institutions and NGOS.

Japan expressed concern on the statement in the Africa paper
E/ICEF/1994/L. 4 to the effeet that UNICEF may need to extend its activities
beyond its traditional mandate, to a wide range of public pelicy mattexB.
This statement refers to recommendations from the multi-donor evaluation that
in certain African countries, UNICEF may be expected to play a,9reater rOle in

●
articulation of social policies as they affect women and children.
Increasingly, UNICEF cooperation at the country level has necessitated
involvement in the systematic review of the impact of macro-economic pelicies
on women and children, and collaborative efforts in programmed to mitigate the
negative impact of structural adjustment on women and children. In this
regarU the remarks of the delegation of Zambia are worth citing:

My delegation is particularly pleased ... with UNICEF
field office participation in World Bank-organized
consultative group meetings or UNDP-organized round
tables for a number of African countries. These have
contributed to the systematic examination of policies
and progrannnes and project designs for their 1ikely
impact on children and women. UNICEF haa a strong
grass-roots network and ia therefore in a strong
position to highlight the effects of certain policies
adopted and should therefore continue to draw
attention to the positive and negative effects of
macro-economic trends and policies on the well-being
of children and women.

Furthermore, UNICEF support to implementation of the NPAs will Coincide with
greater involvement in the National Development Plans.

IV. THE MEDIUM-TEAM PLAN

I welcome the opportunity given this year to the Executive Board to
comment in more detail on the Medium-Term Plan. In past years we felt that it

●
had not been given the attention it deeerved as the main policy document that
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sets UNICEF’s course. This plan will shape all UNICEF progranunes over the
next three years.

It was encouraging to hear the broad-based support for the Medium-Term
Plan expreseed by many delegations - among them Denmark, Italy, Nicaragua,
Pakistan and the United States. While some felt it had effectively balanced
the needs of emergencies with those of ongoing progranunes, others, such as The
First Lady of Colombia and the delegation of Nepal, pointed to their concern
that emergencies may affect ongoing prograraoe delivery, especially with the
more conservative projections we have made of resources. others called our
attention to the need to increase the share for education. We will return to
the issues of emergencies later this morning. We are committed in the plan to
increase the share of reeources going to education through the speed with
which we can do so will depend in part, on the additional supplementary
funding we receive for this vital sector.

I noted that some delegations, among them Denmark, felt the document could
be shorter and more focused on forward-looking aspects. We welcome the
Executive Board ts advice on a briefer fonnat, as we too find it a weighty
document to prepare.

Convention on the Riahts of the Child

Reference to the CRC was made by the delegations of Australia,
Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, China, Celombia, Denmark, Ecuador, Germany, Ghana,

o

Guinea-Bissau, Italy, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Nepal, Netherlands,
Nicaragua, Philippines, Russian Federation, Romania, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey and the United Kingdom as well as by the National Committees for UNICEF
and the NGO Cammittee on UNICEF.

I would like particularly to commend the efforts of countries, which, as
illustrated in the statements of the delegations of Lebanon, Pakistan, the
Russian Federation and Nicaragua, have followed up on ratification of the CRC
by forming national coalitions to ensure CRC implemental ion in close
cooperation with NGOS, by harmonizing their national legislation with
provia ions of the CRC, and by establishing national monitoring systems to
follow up on progress in CRC implemental ion. These efforts deserve special
mention, as they are steps on the part of governments to incorporate the
rights enshrined in the CRC into national laws and policies.

The important linkages between social policies, the NPAs and the CRC were
noted by the delegations of Italy, Sweden and Turkey, and the First Lady of
Calombia eloquently describsd the goals of the world Summit for Children as an
instrument for making the CRC a reality. The concept of empowerment is
crucial to the attainment of rights and, aa noted by the delegate of Denmark,
the empowerment of women and children is necessary for the fulfillment of
their rights.

Several delegations, including Australia, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Quinea-
Bissau, Jamaica, the Netherlands Nicaragua, Philippines, the Russian
Federation and Sweden noted the challenges in implementing the CRC and the
role of UNICEF in its implemental ion, including assisting Government with
following up on the Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of
the Child after it reviews the country report, and the development of
monitoring indicators to assess progress.

/ . . .
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We note with appreciation the efforts made by the delegations of
Razakbstan and Switzerland to reach ratification by 1995. Support for
universal ratification by 1995 was alao voiced by the delegations of
Australia, Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Germany, Nepal, Nicaragua and Romania.

The Primacy of the Countrv Proaramune

Ae delegations justifiably raise their concern about how UNICEF deals with
the great diversity of country situations while it attempts to carry out
advocacy and mobilization of support for children worldwide, I find it
necessary to stress repeatedly the primacy of the country prograuune for
UNICEF .

UNICEF -s country programming process gives paramount importance to the
situat ion of individual countries. Some delegations, among them Sweden, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom raised concern, suggesting there maybe
insufficient recognition in global goals and strategies for country
differences. The country progrsnuning process makes certain that strategies are
owned not only by UNICEF staff in the field but, more importantly, by their
national counterpart. This is underlined by the way many delegations, from
the developed as well as the developing countries, made reference to the
strategic import ante of National Programmed of Action. National Programmed of
Act ion are by def inition designed by national governments, adapting global

●
goals to their own situations and identifying their own country-specific
goals. Italy spoke of them as the means to enable the coherent implementation
of country programmed for children; China looked to them as the main strategy
for UNICEF to pursue in its country programmed. I see UNICEF’s country
programming process merging increasingly with National Programmed of Action so
that the country prograume becomes a concrete expression of UNICEF’ B
contribution to national commitments to children. Delegates may wish to
coneult CRP. 26, circulated at last week”s Second Regular Session, on this
subject.

Multi-Donor Evaluation Follow-uD

We have noted that many of the delegates have commented on the importance
of the multi-donor evaluation itself (Denmark, Dermany, Indonesia, Italy,
Nicaragua, Sweden ) and the application of some of its recommendations in the
case of the Medium Term Plan as mentioned by the distinguished delegate of
Australia. The distinguished delegate from Deamark expressed that he would
have 1iked to see more specific referencea to multi-donor evaluation follow-up
made in the Report of the ExeCutive Director. In addition to the Repart of
the ExeCut ive Director, specific respansea to multi-donor evaluation
recommendations are eeen in several of the reports being presented to the
Board, including a number of country programme recommendat ione presented last
week during the second regular meet ing which reflected the multi-donor
evaluation recommendation on strategic choices; the Repart on Gender Equality
and Empowerment of Women and Girls: A Policy Review (E/ICEF/1994/L. S) which
reepend~ to guest ions raised by the multi-donor evaluation, the Progrese
Report and Leesons Learned for Evaluation and studies in UNICEF
(E/IcEF/1994/L. 3) which provides an overview of evaluation policies and
activitiee relating to reconnnendations of the multi-donor evaluation; the
Report on Responsee from UNICEF Field OfficeB to the Multi-Donor Evaluation of

●
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. UNICEF (E/ICEF/1994/L. 7) in which preliminary responses to the evaluation at
the country level are identified.

Let me aay that I agree that country programmed reguire a mix of service
delivery, capacity building and empowerment to be most effective. However,
different countries will need different mixes. For example, countries in
greatest need will need more service delivery, while capacity building and
empowerment are being pursued at the same time. In countries where
infrestructures are in place, empowerment leading to demand creation will tend
to receive a greater ehare of attention.

Evaluation

A number of delegations (China, Nicaragua, Sweden, United Kingdom, United
States ) mentioned the importance of evaluation of UNICEF supported progranunes.
We agree that the role of evaluation is critical and have been placing special
empha6ia on strengthening the management of the evaluation function over the
last three years as can be seen in the 1992 Executive Board Report entitled
“Overall Progress in the Implementation of Evaluation Activities in UNICEF”,
(E/ICEF/1992/L. 9) and the 1994 Board Report entitled “Progress Report and
Lessons Learned from Evaluations and Studies in UNICEF”, (E/ICEF/1994/L. 3).

Major ongoing tasks in this area have included the strengthening of the
evaluation funct ion within the country progremme cycle, tbe cent inued
development and promotion of the evaluation database which now contains

● information on over 2,000 completed evaluations since 19S7, capacity-building
activit ies for both UNICEF staff and national counterparts, and strengthening
of the role of regional offices in the evaluation, monitoring and lessons
learning process.

Progress made and lessons learned from the evaluations of UNICEF supported
progranunes will be discussed in greater detail under Items 11 and 12
scheduled for the Wednesday afternoon session.

UNICEF Contribution to Three UN Conferences

Denmark and Norway wanted, to know how UNICEF was going to influence the
Conference on Population and Development. As Or. Nafia Sadik confirmed in her
statement yesterday, UNICEF has deputed a senior staff to the Secretariat of
the Conference and has been actively involved in the preparatory committee
meetinge. We have contributed to various modification of the framework
document in areas of UNICEF concern such as education of girls and women,
maternal and child health, family planning, education and communicantion as
well as the addition of a section on the girl child.

The Republic of Korea drew our attention to this conference, as wel 1 as
others, as an opportunisty to advocate for the achievement of the goals.

The Firet Lady of Colombia raieed the iesue of UNICEF’s contribution to
the World Sununit for Social Development. I welcome her suggestion that UNICEF
contribute ita experience from the World Summit for Children. It is one we
have shared together with many countries and partners around the world. This
experience in translating goals agreed at the international level into
National Programmed of Action may be shared at the World Summit for Social

● ✎✍ 1. . .
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Development by many country delegations. They can count on our support in
preparing contributions that wil 1 show how each country has turned the year
2000 gOalS into concrete national action through National Programmed of Action
sensitive to each country situation. Indeed as the Chinese delegation
suggested, it would be most appropriate for leadere attending the Social
Summit to report on progress being made in the achievement of the mid-decade
goale for children. A reconunendation to this effect is included in the draft
text provided in paragraph 72 of E/IcEF/1994/12.

I am happy to note the concern that improved monitoring ❑ystems be in
place before the World Summit on Social Development in Copenhagen next year.
China called for UNICEF to accelerate the development of mOnitOring systems in
many countries. Rest assured that we are doing our utmost, but other partners
must join in thie effort. UNDP with its seriee of E-n Development Reports
has led the way to a consensus on the value of social investments. In
Copenhagen, there must be a major commitment by all to see that timely
information can be collected in all countries, rich and poor, on the most
basic areas of human progress. UNICSFSs new publication, The PrOgrOSS of
Nations, is dedicated to that effort.

Several delegations wanted to learn about the role UNICEF was playing at
the preparation for the World Conference on Women and Development. UNICEF has
been very active in helping integrate UNICEF’ e concerns in the draft Plat fOrm
of Action: These are focus on girl child, a life cycle perspective and
involvement of youth in the Conference. As you heard yeeterday from

a
Mrs. Gertaude Mongella UNICEF is collaborating with the Conference Secretariat
at all staaes of Dreuaration. We have also seconded a staff member to that

w Conference-Secret&i;t.

Education

In her opening remarks, our Chairperson emphasized the importance of
girls’ education as a means of empowering women. The Observer delegation
Norway also stressed the education of girls and women as the single most
important investment for social development. Girls’ education hae become
of the priority areas of UNICEF support for education at country level.

of

one

Burkina Faso, Jamaica, Namibia, Ghana, Bangladesh and Nepal spoke about
basic education as a vital sector for development and an important area for
UNICEF assistance. Burkina Faso stressed the importance of community-based
early childhood development progrsmmes as complementary to primary education
and as a component of women’s income-earning activities.

The delegation of the Republic of Korea presented education as a pre-
requisite for democracy and development and argued that more resources and
advocacy must be accorded to education by government and donor agencies.

The delegatee from Australia, Denmark, Ethiopia, Ghana, Netherlands, U.K.
Sweden, Italy and Canada stressed the importance of empowerment and capacity
building as a vital strategy for development and aa an important area for
UNICEF assistance. Belgium underlined the central role of education in human
development. The Philippinea noted the importance of basic education and the
training of teachers and the importance of vocational and secondary education.

I . . .
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The First Lady of Lebanon praised the Education for Peace programme in
Lebanon which is teaching tolerance, understanding and peaceful coexistence.
This innovative approach ie now serving as a model to other countries. Italy
also mentioned the importance of peace education and education for
development.

The COlombiam First Lady said that the Escuela Nueva approach has to be
systematically followed-up in order to ensure its implemental ion. She also
stressed the education of the out-of-echool youths especially the dropouts.
The Jamaican delegation said, although in Jamaica there is gender equity in
education, women still face problems of economic independence and job
opportunities.

I agree with all these statements and would like to reiterate the
import ante, both in terms of resources and staff support, that UNICEF is now
providing to assist countries to reach their own NPA goals for education.
‘There are signs of a new vitality in basic education and new efforts such as
the summit of nine high-population countries on education and a proposed
African initiative will help us move forward in this area. As the Executive
Board has asked, a policy review.and progress report on education will be
presented to the next annual session of the Board.

Gender and Develornnent

The First Lady of COlomhia underlined the problems of adolescents, teenage

● pregnancy and prostitution and streseed the need for actions for pregnancy
prevent ion, sexual education, AIDS and education for school drop-outs.

UNICEF agrees with the observations that attention haa to be given to
special needs of adolescents and that they should be considered a target group
for services. The policy review pap%r on “Gender equality and empowerment of
women and girls” strongly supports this. UNICEF is promoting the inclusion of
reproductive health in education programmed fOr teena9erB in ~e~On r
Thailand and Uganda and looks at this as an integrated element of AIDS
prevention.

Many delegations placed etrong emphasie on UNICEF support for the
empowerment of women. UNICEF focus of advocacy and actions is on promoting
and supporting education of girls and women and increasing the participation
of women in decision-making at community levels. A fuller discussion of this
topic was held in the context of the policy paper on gender equality and
empowerment of women on which I will touch only briefly in this response.

The Role of Fathers

Several delegations including the United States made reference to the need
for examining the role of the father in regards to UNICEF supported programmed
and strategies. We are currently developing, together with the Population
Council and other institution and NGOS, the formulation of an in-depth study
to take place in a number of countries on the role of the father whose results
can be guickly fed into the UNICEF country progra!mne process. The outcome of
a new CO1 laborat ion in Jamaica with an NGD, Fathers Inc. , has been
encouraging.

I . . .
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Health

I am pleased to note that many countries reported significant progress on
health goals. One example is Lebanon where, ae the First Lady of Labanon
informed us, steady progress is being made towarde achieving the mid-decade
health goals, even as the country has been recovering from a long war.

The delegate from the USA noted increased longevity by 23 years since 19SO
in developing countries and credited UNICEF for having supported activities
and interventions leading to this achievement. He noted that the mid-decade
goals is a useful tool for tracking progress towards the end-decade goals.

Indonesia referred to the success of UCI and indicated that the incidence
of measles and polio could be dramatically decreased even further. To ensure
the quality and potency of vaccines, he urged that the children’s Vaccine
Initiative explore the development of a single shot vaccine which will reduce
the need for multiple visits. We are working on this along with WHO and other
partners.

The Bamako Initiative

Many delegations made references to the importance of sustainability and

o

self-reliance. The delegate from France saw the Bamako Initiative as the
most appropriate strategy to meet the challenge of the health problems
plaguing sub-Saharan Africa and urged UNICEF to extend the Initiative to the
urban setting. The Philippine delegation stated the relevance of BI for Asia
especially in the context of decentralization, self-reliance and
responsibility.

The Ethiopian delegation, among others, addressed the crucial need of
involving the communities and families in decision-making ragarding health of
children and women. This approach was strongly endorsed by the US delegation
who recognized the validity of the Bamako Initiative approach and its
relevance to the situation prevailing in Sub-saharan Africa.

Water and Sanitation

Many delegations including the United St’ates, the United Kingdom, Jamaica,
Nepal and Nicaragua mentioned the importance of water and sanitation aa
essential basic services for the well-being of children. UNICEF is committed
to continuing and strengthening its support to the sector to ensure that the
World Summit Goals are achieved.

The Philippines, Lebanon and Nepal stressed the importance of clean water
for improvement of health including the reduction of diarrhoeal diseases.
During the past year, UNICEF has been at work on developing a new strategy. for
the 1990s based on improved health and ❑c.cio-economic benefits from sector
programmed. The Secret ariat will be pleaaed to present to the Executive Soard
a new sector strategy for Water and Environmental Sanitation, as the delegate
from Nepal reguested, at the annual session of the Board in 1995 or 1996 if
the Board so wishes.
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The Philippines raised the importance of water as a scarce resource that
must be coneerved. We fully endorse thie view and are supporting the
development of integrated sector progrannnes that are starting to address
issuee of water coneervat ion and preservation.

The Philippines also raised the importante of ensuring effective Operation
and maintenance of existing systems. Indeed, if we are to accelerate coverage
we must ensure that the maintenance of existing syetemn receives sufficient
attention. UwICEF in many countries is actively suppcrt ing government in the
development of operation and maintenance progrannnes including many @ South
East Asia.

HIV-AIDS

The impact of HIV-AIDS on children was highlighted by several delegations,
“&ong them, Norway, Zambia, cnlombia, Sweden. In Africa, there has been an
alarming rise in the number of children who are HIV positive and a large
number of children are orphaned. In some villages almost all of the
product ive child-bearing parental generation is gone as peinted out by the
Chairperson of the Swedish Committee for UNICEF who stressed the importance of
innovative AIDS education and awareneee programmed. Zambia pointed out that
the AIDS endemic should be considered as an epidemic emergency.

The Board adopted a resolution at last week’s session concerning inter-

●
agency collaborateion on thie subject which wil 1 guide us in seeking to respond
to the challenges presented by this epidemic.

The ddlegat ion of Norway emphasized the need for increased programme
support for children in especially difficult circumstances including children
who are victims of armed conflict, national catastrophes or HIV-AIDS. In
addition, the Chairperson of the Swedish Committee for UNICEF pointed out that
25 per cent of Africa’s children are out of school and thus in rick of
becoming street children.

~n

The first Lady of Lebanon, highlighted the dramatic levels of rural-to
urban migration as people fled areas of conflict resulting from local wars and
invaeione. Thie migration placed a heavy toll on existing urban
infrastructure that failed to keep pace with the eoaring population of cities.
We are proud of our modest cooperation in rehabilitating and reconstructing
the urban water supply syetems and for expanding eocial serviceB in urban
areas which wae linked it to health improvement.

Several countries, euch as Kazakhstan, Jamaica, Nepal and Bangladesh,
highlighted the priority allocated to shelter and water and sanitation
services provision, and established the linkagee between such infrastructure
and the health of children.

France pointed out that insufficient attention was paid to the problems
cr’sated by rapid urbanization and lack of city planning, happening in most
countriee, particularly in Western Africa. UNICEF country progranunes are
increasingly focussing on provision of eeaential basic services in urban areas
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as part of the follow-up to The World Summit for Children. Many mayors have
taken the initiative to launch municipal programmed of action for children
with modest support from UNICEF.

Environment

A number of delegates (e.g. Canada, Cnlombia, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Philippines, the United Kingdom ) noted the importance of maintaining a long-
term perspective on sustainabilityy, especially in the context of the downward
spiral attributable to poverty, population growth and environmental
degradation. We see this as a reinforcement of the UNICEF position laid out
in the 1994 report on the State of World’ s Children. We are committed to
orienting our country programnnea towarda integrating the strategies of
capacity building and empowerment as evidenced in most country progranunee
submitted last week for your approval. Also, we are actively pursuing the
implement ation of Board decision 1993/14 to incorporate “primary environmental
care” a8 a cross-cutting strategy to meet bae ic needs, to empower families and
cornnunities, and to use resources sustainably. Facilitating children’ a
part icipation is evident in our support, for example, in the production of the
~. ThiB
publ ication contained their views, without specific endorsement by the sponsor
UN agenciea, and was presented to the Board by the authore and editors of the
book on Monday. Partnership with NGOS and other UN agencies has also been
actively pursued as an integral element in the endeavor.

● Emeraencv OneratiOns

Many delegations paid tribute to UNICEF staff who lost their lives in the
line of duty and expressed appreciation for UNICEF’s work in emergency. The
delegations of Japan, Zambia, Canada, The Philippines, Cdte d‘Ivoire and
Ethiopia among others, also commented on UNICEF’s role in emergency
situations.

Canada requested Clarif ication on UNICEF’s definition of emergency
assistance, asking to what extent it involved relief only as opposed to
rehabilitation. I would like to emphasize that UNICEF works within the
framework of the UN Humanitarian Assistance eystem in lose CO1laborat ion with
other agencies in the system and follows the definitions and criteria within
this framework for assessing situations and offering assistance. Aa the
delegate from c+ermany said. “uNICEF has proved itself to be an active
supporter of a concerted UN-approach to humanitarian assistance led by the
Emergency Relief coordinator and, on a multitude of occasions, has its efforts
at the field-level within the resident-coordinator system. ”

In all its efforts, UNICEF has tried to strike a balance between emergency
and development through a judicious decision-making process by a Senior
Management Task Force on emergency; and by maintaining the Country Programme
as an effective vehicle for the continuum for relief to development. However,
a Part Of the increased expenditure in emergency may he legitimately a
rehabil itation expenditure, if adequate non-emerqency supplementary funds were
availsble. This
help and eupport

●
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a dile&na whicfiUNICEF itsel~ cahnot-;esolve without the
ita donors.
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Children in Armed Conf1ict

Many delegations, including those of Colombia, Indonesia, Iraq, Italy,
Japan, Lebanon, Sweden, Norway, highlighted their concern about children
affected by war. Lebanon praised UNICEF’s efforts throughout the sixteen
years of turmoil in Lebanon. The delegate of Japan stressed the need to
protect children in armed conflict and called for inter-agency co-operation
specifically with UNHCR and DNA. The delegate of tilombia highlighted armed
conflict as one of the main constraints for the implementation of the
Convention of the Rights of the Child. The Swedish delegate etreaaed that
children in war stricken areas implies a further dimension to the work of
UNICEF with special emphasis on assi6ting children traumatized by war. Italy
pointed out that UNICEF playe a vital role in protecting the rights of
children exposed to armed conflict, civil etrife or violence, and made
specific reference to former Yugoslavia, Somalia and Rwanda. The Chairperson
of the Swedish committee for UNICEF made reference to children in armed
conf1ict in Africa. For instance, children have recently been slaughtered by
the thousands in Rwanda. In Angola, a recent estimate concerning landmines is
that there are 15 to 20 million mines in the ground which means two for every
single inhabitant in that country. I agree with the need for international
action for de-mining as highlighted by Belgium, by the Chairperson of the
Standing Committee of National Committees for UNICEF, and by the NW Committee
on UNICEF.

Sanctions

● Ecuador, Japan, Indonesia and Iraq supported considerateion of the
ExeCut ive Director’s suggest ion that child impact assessment be undertaken and
the information be submitted to the Security Council prior to imposition of
sanctions. The United Kingdom delegate commented that, while he did not
consider the annual seasion of the UNICEF Executive Soard to be the most
appropriate fOrUm fOr discussing SanCtiOnB in detail, UNICEF nevertheless has
a role in briefing the Security Council about the impact of sanctions on
children.

NGOS and otlier allies

The important centribut ion of NGOS to the implemental ion of progammes to
assist women and children were noted by the delegations of China, C6t.e
d‘Ivoire, Ghana, aataaica, Saaakhstan, Nepal, Nicaragua, United Kingdom and the
USA . Indeed, in many countries NGOS have been closely involved in the
planning and implemental ion of the NPAs, and UNICEF is convinced that it is
only through the strong support of NWa that the Summit Goals can be attained
and sustained. Aa emphasized by the delegations of Jamaica and the
Philippines, NGOS are key actors in bringing public attention to children’ a
issues and mobilizing connnunities to participate in the national development
effort.

The delegations of Lebanon, Pakistan and Sweden also referred to the
important work of NGOS and NGO coalitions in the implementation of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child. The delegations of Jamaica and Sweden
referred to the need to devote more attention to capacity-building among NGOS,
a suggestion to which the UNICEF Secretariat is very receptive, and it has
already taken steps in this direction.
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Informat ion

The delegates from Colombia and the Philippines drew attention to the
influence of the media, particularly television, in promoting a culture of
social disintegrateion and violence. They urged UNICEF to work with the media
in promoting peace and generating more infonnation on the silent emergency.

UNICEF hae significantly increased its works with television in developing
educational progranunes about and for children. It has also initiated an
imagee project which will enable us to dialogue with the media on the impact
of imagee projected.

In 1993, UNXcEf carried out several training and orientation programmed on
children is issues for journalists and for UNICEF staff in cooperation with
Radio Netherlands, the Australian Broadcast ing Corporation, the Thompson
Foundation and press institutes in Asia, Africa and Latin America. These and
other euch efforts are eununarized in the 1994 UNICEF Annual Report which has
just been issued.

With regard to the comments by the delegatee of the Netherlands and
Indonesia on Progress of Nations, we are gratified that the publication is
cons idered a ueeful contribution. I should note here that we realize and
acknowledge the limitations of GNP eetimated via exchange rates and the need
for cautious interpretation of them as an indicator of economic situations in
the derivation of national performance gaps. We did examine the alternative

● of GNP as estimated via purchasing power parities. But while this latter
method is conceptually an improvement, it makes very major data demands, which
limit its practical viability for many countriee.

The delegate of Italy has asked us to ensure more coordination between the
evaluation, reeearch and informat ion activities parformed at headquarters and
those of the International Child Development Center in Florence. While the
activities of ICDC are synergistic with those of UNICEf headquarters we agree
that more can be done to maximize the impact of the work of the center though
increased collaboration.

V. UN SYSTEM REFORM AND RESTRUCTURING OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

UN svstem reform

Although the issue of reform and operational activities in the field is
not due for discussion until Friday, I was pleased to see that a number of
delegates referred to the central role of Resolutions 46/182 and 47/199,
including Braxil, -many and Ghana. We welcome the statament by Germany that
“UNICEF has proved itself to be an active supporter of a concerted UN approach
to humanitarian assist ante led by the Emergency Relief Coordinator. “ I was
happy to learn that Ghana is in the process of preparing its Country Strategy
Note. The Netherlands also noted the importante of NPAs as a basis for
obtaining “value added” from the Country Strategy Note. We look forward to a
full discussion of the implementation of Resolution 47/199 on Friday.

I . . .
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Executive Board restructuring

Many delegations including Brazil, Nsrmany, Italy, Netherlands, Nicaragua,
Sweden and Turkey commented on the restructured ExeCut ive Board, the new
arrangements for the Annual Ses@ion and how the objectives of the reform
implemented under resolution 48/162 can be better met. The expectations from
the new arrangements are many: that the discussions would be efficient and
business-1 ike; that there would be a genuine dialogue on progrsmme and
operations issues; there would be a clear demarcation between taske of the
Board, the ECOSOC, and UNICEF’s field responsibilities; and that more
effective coordination within the U.N. family would be achieved. We have made
some progress but clearly, we are passing through a phase of transition in
this regard. In the words of the delegate from Gsrm.sny, “The adoption of
resolution 4B/162 by the General Assembly last December launched a proceae of
change ... this process is by no means completed as yet, even though a number
of results have already been achieved. ” Discussion of the new rules of
procedure, has taken up considerable time and attention during last week’6
regular session and this annual meeting. I hope we wil 1 achieve the purpoeea
of the new structure, abiding by the provisions and the spirit of resolution
48/162 .

~

●
I thank the delegations of Selgium, Brazil, Burkina Faso, china, Colombia,

France, Japan, Italy, Indonesia, Nicaragua, the Philippines, Pakistan, Russian
Federation, Rumania, Turkey, the United States and others for their kind words
concerning UNICEF. The First Lady of CCIlombia said “This action-oriented
organization devoted to child survival and development is recognized the world
over”, and Nicaragua said that “UNICEF is one of the most appreciated agent iea
of the United Nation6 becauae it works for children” .

I am personally grateful to all the delegations that have made kind
references about me and my role in UNICEF. The distinguished delegate from
Belgium credited the Executive Director for making UNICEF one of the meet
active and visible part of the multilateral system, stating that UNICEF was
the best known and moat loved entity in tbe UN system. I AM sure that it ie
the mandate and role of UNICEF in the world community that has made UNICEF
what it is. I am also deeply grateful to Dr. Dogramaci, the delegate from
Turkey who, I believe is the most senior as a member of the Executive Board,
for his very kind and generous words about me and my contribution. I am
overwhelmed by these tributes and can only say that without your commitment
and the active support of our UNICEF staff, we never could have succeeded as
we have.

In conclusion, I wish to join my voice, as I did in last year’ e Executive
Soard, with Marian Wright Edelman, leader of the United States delegation and
the foremost defender of children in the United States:

As we look at what must be done to save the world’s children today, next
week, next month and over the mere 297 weeks until the turn of the century
... it is increasingly clear that two possible paths lie before all of our
nations ...

I . . .
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One is a path of increasing violence, both external and internal, of a
fatalism about poverty, hunger, illness, growing inequality and child
death and of drift and indifference as nations lose their moral compass
and faith in their ability to attach problems ...

The eecond and alternative path is what UNICEF’s remarkable life-af finning
work provides us. This ie the path of combating child poverty, preventing
illness, relieving hunger, pursing sustainable development, discouraging
violence .... bringing hope into every corner of the globe, not least of
all hopa in our often cynical rich nations that the probleme of poor
children at home and abroad can be dealt with.

As the delegates of both Nigar and the United States put it, rephrasing
elightly an African saying:

“It takes the whole world to raise a child. ”

Let us all make sure that, with the active participation of UNICEF, the world
does its job well.

I . . .


